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ABSTRACT 

As periodic composite structures, phononic crystals are employed to isolate vibration owing 
to its frequency band gap. Aim to overcome some engineering challenges but without loss of 
the stability, some phononic crystals were proposed with outstanding features, such as low-
frequency band gap, broad or ultra-wide band gap, band gap with tunable frequency, small 
structure size, and strong attenuation.  
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INTRODUCTION 

As artificial periodic structures, phononic crystals (PCs) can modulate efficiently the 
propagation of acoustic or elastic waves by periodic composite structures. One of the most 
attractive properties of PCs is its band gaps (BGs), within which acoustic or elastic waves 
cannot propagate freely without attenuation. To employ the band gap to isolate vibration, 
some challenges have to be faced as follows: First one is to obtain band gaps with a low 
center frequency but without loss of stability. Second one is to broaden the band gap. Third 
one is achieving strong attenuation (Jiang, 2017a). Last but not least, the frequency of the 
band gap can be adjusted to meet various vibration sources. 

PCs with piezoelectric materials usually have another significant advantage that its BGs can 
be tuned by the circuits and its parameters. The equal frequency shunting circuits were 
employed to tune the resonance frequency of each circuit into the same, thus an integrating 
locally resonant BG was obtained (Dai, 2015). Two kinds of equal frequency resonant shunt 
circuits were designed to achieve an integrated locally resonant BG with a much smaller 
transmission factor (Dai, 2016). A folding beam-type piezoelectric phononic crystal model 
was proposed to isolate vibration. The folding structure extends the propagation path of 
elastic waves, while its structure size remains quite small (Jiang, 2017b). An enhanced plane 
wave expansion method has been proposed to solve piezoelectric phononic crystal (PPC) 
connected with resonant shunting circuits (Lian, 2016). Some interesting phenomena were 
found from the coupling between Bragg scattering and locally resonant of electromagnetic 
oscillation (Lian, 2017). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A new phononic crystal with periodic circle cavity sandwich plates was proposed. The 
periodic circular cavity sandwich plates can generate several low frequency band gaps with 
wide range and strong attenuation (Jiang, 2017a). A phononic crystal with an ultra-wide band 
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gap was proposed, whose unit cell consists of a cross-like concave hole in the center and four 
square convex holes at the corners. After optimization, an ultra-wide band gap with gap-to-
midgap ratio of 156.0% was achieved, with the filling fraction keeping a relative small value. 

Numerical results illustrate that the combination of convex and concave holes is a practicable 
direction for structural optimization of phononic crystals exhibiting ultra-wide band gaps 
(Jiang, 2018). A silicon-based cross-like holey phononic crystal strip was proposed for the 
control of elastic waves. The goal was to obtain a broad bandgap at low frequencies with a 
lightweight structure. After design, a gap-to-midgap ratio of 47% was obtained with an 
intermediate filling fraction of the solid material and a small thickness of the strip. The band 
gap could be moved to an extremely low frequency range while keeping the strip significantly 
smaller than previously reported phononic crystal strips. The transmission property through a 
finite number of periods agrees well with the band structure of the infinite system. The 
proposed phononic crystal strip could for instance be used as an isolating anchor for elastic 
wave resonators (Jiang, 2017c). 
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